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What’s Next for NamesCon Global

Soeren von Varchmin, Bill Sweetman, Braden Pollock, Andrew Rosener

It’s the end of an era... and the beginning of a new chapter for the domaining industry.
Kicking off NamesCon Global 2019, NamesCon CEO Soeren von Varchmin welcomed the crowd to the
Tropicana Hotel in Las Vegas for the last time. Of course, leaving Las Vegas does not spell the end of
NamesCon—just the opposite.
Von Varchmin welcomed Andrew Rosener, CEO of Media Options; Braden Pollock, owner of Legal Brand
Marketing; and Bill Sweetman, President of Name Ninja to the stage to talk about what to expect at this
year’s NamesCon Global.
Sweetman was excited to emcee the Newcomer Track, getting newbies to the domaining space up to speed
in this sometimes-confusing industry: around 40% of the 2019 audience were new to this. Pollock was
focused on moderating several panels and telling a few cringe-worthy jokes to keep everyone on their toes.
Rosener pointed out how the domaining industry also attracts entrepreneurs from outside the space, who
can definitely answer that literary question: “What’s in a name?”
The live Domain Auction is a highlight of the year for domainers, and this year’s is shaping up to be the
biggest yet. Rosener noted how the list was winnowed down from over a thousand: “It’s an amazing
portfolio!” There are many low- or no-reserve names up for grabs, along with some seriously high-value
domains. Those no-reserve names can likely be sold for multiples, he added, if more than one person is
bidding on it. “Broker.com is my favorite name in the auction,” he said, perhaps not without a certain bias:
“I think it’s a business in a box!”
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Sweetman was also excited to explore some of the legal aspects of domaining, including signposting the
pitfalls that menace those new to the industry. The overall concept of domaining seems simple at first,
but the reality is quite the opposite if you want to turn it into a serious source of income. Rosener added
that domain valuation—covered at NamesCon Global 2019—is also table stakes for those serious about
domaining.
There’s a focus this year on language and communication, with Buckley Media CEO Kate Buckley discussing
how storytelling fuels sales; and Wordnik founder Erin McKean exploring how words get created in the
English language. Also on the Keynote Stage: Bhavin Turakhia, one of India’s youngest self-made billionaires,
who has a compelling success story of his own.
“If we don’t reinvent ourselves, it just becomes boring after awhile,” said von Varchmin. With a little help
from everyone’s favorite virtual assistant Siri—maybe you’ve already spoken to her in the past ten years—
he announced the location of next year’s NamesCon Global: Austin, Texas.

In extolling the virtues of the city made famous by the South by Southwest festival, several NamesCon
mainstays made sure to mention, unprompted and unaware of each other’s responses, the high quality of
Austin’s barbecue cuisine. (Unfortunately, Siri can’t enjoy barbecue because she has no body, and therefore
no stomach. We all love her anyway.)
Since what happens in Vegas will surely stay in Vegas after this year, “We have to rock down the house,”
implored von Varchmin.
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SOEREN VON VARCHMIN is the CEO of NamesCon and CloudFest with a robust career
in and an in-depth knowledge of the global cloud, hosting, internet infrastructure and
domaining space.
Twitter:
Web:
Web:
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/soeren-von-varchmin-15b143

@svvarchmin
namescon.global
cloudfest.com

BRADEN POLLOCK is the owner of Legal Brand Marketing. He is a technology angel
investor, serial entrepreneur and domain investor who owns several companies, both
online and off. Among his businesses is Legal Brand Marketing, LLC, which focuses
primarily on lead generation for attorneys in various legal practice areas. While he
got his start in domaining focused on lawyer domains, he’s now focused on one-word
premium domains.
Twitter:
Web:
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/bradenpollock

@BradenPollock
legalbrandmarketing.com

BILL SWEETMAN is the President of Name Ninja. He has extensive experience in
the domain aftermarket (or secondary market) of premium domain names, and
he’s provided strategic domain name advice to major companies for over 20 years.
Bill runs Name Ninja, a boutique domain name acquisition firm that helps global
entrepreneurs, startups, and marketers get their dream domain names.
Twitter:
Web:
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/bsweetman

@billsweetman
nameninja.com

ANDREW ROSENER is CEO of Media Options, an industry leading domain brokerage
firm; as well as an active domain investor, angel investor and serial-entrepreneur.
Andrew and his company have won Domain Broker of the Year three times, as well
as numerous other accolades. He is a recognized thought leader in naming, domain
names, and digital media.
Twitter:
Web:
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/andrewrosener
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Building a Safer Internet While Fighting Abuse at Scale
Pinky Brand
Sunday January 27
Fighting abuse at the domain registry level is that perfect storm of
controversial, poorly understood, and difficult to achieve. It is also—in
some cases—contractually required. There is widespread pressure on
domain registries to keep the internet as safe as possible by policing
their own namespaces. Successfully maintaining a clean namespace
while malicious registrations and security threats constantly evolve, as
well as meeting new ICANN anti-abuse compliance requirements (also
highlighted at NamesCon Global 2019), can be a tall order.
Pinky Brand, Senior Vice President Marketing and Sales at
RegistryOffice, walked the NamesCon Global audience through a tool
that helps manage abuse in the namespace and seamlessly meet
compliance requirements, thus contributing to a safer internet.
Too many registries are okay with serving toxic content, which costs
end-users money and erodes trust, said Brand. He described these
registries as… not evil, but desperate—desperate for market share or
investor appeasement: “It’s like peeing in your pants to stay warm!”
Not caring about abuse is a shortsighted strategy that’s doomed to
fail, he said: “That, my friends, is the biggest threat: not caring about
abuse.”
The larger cost, said Brand, is trust in the domaining industry—and
trust is very hard to earn back. Domains connect people, facilitating
connections
between
companies,
customers, friends, family, government,
and causes. Social networks are
replacing domain-centric email, he
added, and those networks have their
own abuse issues (lookin’ at you,
Facebook); but the dynamics around
that are different. The domaining
industry has to take responsibility for
abuse taking place in its own backyard,
said Brand, before someone else
makes that decision for us. “Otherwise,
alternatives to domains will be
developed,” he said, “and we will lose
our standing.”

Pinky Brand, Senior Vice President Marketing and Sales at RegistryOffice

ICANN Specification 11.3.b covers audits of registry operators to make
sure that TLDs aren’t being used for cybercrime such as pharming,
phishing, malware, and botnets. There’s not much guidance on
how to comply, though, said Brand: it can’t be done manually. Okay,
then—if the villains use automation, then so should the heroes. Enter
a new breed of abuse detection—and mitigation tools to focus on
abuse detection and abuse-case management. To those ends, Brand
introduced RegistryOffice Abuse Monitor, which boasts a commanding
view of a registry’s namespace, a low falsepositive rate, and the ability to snag as many
actual bad actors as possible. “We originally
designed the system for registries,” he
said, but it’s also available and useful for
registrars. “It was a no-brainer,” he said, to
share a tool like this with the industry.

“If we are not willing to
do our part to police our
place in the market in our
own backyard... Policies
will be enforced on us.
Alternatives to domains will
be developed.”

You can’t catch all the bad actors, sure;
but that shouldn’t stop us from trying:
imagine, said Brand, if a Texas sheriff
just threw up his or her hands because
100% of criminals couldn’t be caught. We should care about abuse
because the domaining industry can get indelibly inked with the mark
of malware, phishing, and scams. “Together we are stronger,” he said.
So, what now?
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By referencing the most trustworthy trend
and usage-pattern lists, users of this tool
can manage a wide range of abuse cases,
from ransomware to botnets, with help from
public WHOIS and DNS lookup information.
Now registries can proactively search
for malfeasance in their fiefdoms, rather
than waiting for public-facing symptoms
to appear—while almost automatically
remaining in ICANN compliance with ongoing
statistical reports.

“We do have the power to have an impact,” said Brand, who encouraged
the crowd to support each other in making the domaining community
stronger and safer against abuse.
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Building a Safer Internet While Fighting Abuse at Scale (cont.)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
KEY CONCEPTS
•
Online safety
•
Threat analysis
•
ICANN compliance
TAKE ACTION
•
Explore cross-sector partnerships to strengthen your anti-abuse strategy
•
Familiarize yourself with ICANN Spec 11.3.b
•
Leverage automated tools to attack against those using domains to cause harm
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PINKY BRAND has 23 years of domain industry experience—many of those spent
at the registry and registrar levels, and doing business in China. He co-founded
two startups and sold them to public companies. At RegistryOffice, Pinky helps
clients leverage data, machine learning and AI to improve insight and grow their
business, along with strategic, operational and policy consulting.
Twitter: @pinkybrand
Web: registryoffice.global
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/pinkardbrand
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How to Market Your Portfolio
Haseeb Tariq
Sunday January 27
One key to business success is the ability to scale. However, in a
person-to-person business like domaining, we are wary of canned
communication, both as senders and recipients. Automating your
marketing does not have to mean spamming, however—really it
means freeing yourself for valuable communication while handing
off repetitive tasks to some trusty marketing software. It’s a whole
different discipline than what many are used to.
Haseeb Tariq, marketing automation mastermind for fox.com, showed
the NamesCon Global audience how to use existing marketing
automation tools to supersize their business success. His keynote gave
actionable advice on building both influence and audience share, even
for those of us who aren’t major international media companies.
“I wish it was easy,” said Tariq, but he was not at NamesCon to peddle
quick fixes—his own success story emerged from building smaller
wins into bigger ones, and so on. Failure is far more common in the
startup world, he noted, and his own story was not without a few
of those. His domaining career was not exactly off to an auspicious
start: a copyright-infringement lawsuit triggered by a domain he had
registered. Reaching success as an entrepreneur is a struggle, but you
can do yourself a favor by gaining an unfair advantage, said Tariq.

Haseeb Tariq, marketing automation mastermind for fox.com

“Focus on your end goal,” said Tariq, when coming up with a content
marketing strategy. How can you repurpose content shared on social
media and re-contextualize it for your specific audience? Tariq defined
the qualities of a successful piece of content marketing with the
acronym STEPPS:

He had coined the phrase “Humanistic Automation” to describe his
marketing automation strategy, which he based upon trust-building and
developing relationships. (And, yes, he owns humanisticautomation.
com.) Today’s marketing requires a social element: Initial awareness
is sparked through influencer marketing, then cemented with content
marketing and social selling. “The bad news is you still have to work
your ass off,” said Tariq, “even harder than you were doing earlier!”

• Social Currency: people care about how they look to others.
• Triggers: top-of-mind equals tip-of-tongue
• Emotion: When we care, we share.
• Public: The more public something is, the more likely it will be imitated.
• Practical Value: Is the shareable item useful to the audience?
• Stories: Information travels, and stories are vessels.
(This was a recurring theme at NamesCon Global 2019.)

Tariq worked with GUESS a few years
ago, and that company used influencers
such as J Lo and J Balvin. These are big
celebrities, but we see that influencer
dynamic play out on smaller scales.
Just look at Instagram influencers: this
is human-to-human (H2H), not B2C or
B2B. The world is heavily saturated with
content, said Tariq, so a recognizable
face to your target audience, someone
who enjoys a degree of trust, will be your
ideal marketing partner. Tariq mentioned
getting Shark Tank investor Robert Herjavec to act as a “face” for
GUESS: not necessarily the most obvious choice, but a successful one.
“You will get your audience to trust you,” said Tariq, if they trust the
person appearing on your company’s behalf.

Different social media platforms have
different specialties, said Tariq. The idea
you’re sharing takes on a different dynamic
as an Instagram Story, for example, than as
a YouTube clip or static blog post. Tariq’s
own podcast, “Cup of Jo,” which he co-hosts
with his wife Sweeta, reached close to 50,000
views through sharing it on LinkedIn. The
podcast then ranked #31 worldwide. That
in turn brought people to Tariq’s LinkedIn
content, including influencers, whom Tariq
could then connect with. This is the formation of a social-marketing
ecosystem, all through repurposing content. “You can start creating
small simple videos and use that,” he said, if you’re a small operation
that’s just starting out.

“Success is learnable...
and everyone can do it!”
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How to Market Your Portfolio (cont.)

The marketing-automation funnel, said Tariq, starts with posting and
commenting on LinkedIn, and then running a connection campaign
through a Chrome browser plug-in called LinkedIn Helper, sending
personalized connection requests to those who interact with your
posts. (By now you’re realizing that going viral is not an accidental
occurrence.) You can export your new connections and run Facebook
ads based on them as a custom audience, extrapolating to similar users
as per Facebook’s algorithm. Then you’ll have to deal with the dreaded
cold email, but it’s more of a lukewarm email; since you’ve already
made social-media contact with these folks. Now you’re creating the
fuel for your CRM campaign. For social selling, said Tariq, you have
to leverage the rule of seven: “Someone has to see your brand seven
times before they convert.”
For actually pricing your domain portfolio, Tariq suggested value-based
pricing; which involves understanding the psychology of your potential
buyers. He mentioned the hype-driven brand Supreme, whose branded
retail items routinely resell for multiples of their original selling price.
They have no unusual intrinsic value, but they’re limited edition, and
so owning one seems cool. Supreme sold a brick (seriously, an actual
brick) for thirty bucks, and it re-sold for $110. “The right price,” he said,
“is based on the value the client gets from the results of adding to their
portfolio.”
Self-confidence and discipline are key: “Success is learnable,” he said,
“and everyone can do it!” It’s not about talent, but good habits.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
KEY CONCEPTS
•
Marketing automation
•
Storytelling
•
Social media
•
Pricing strategies
TAKE ACTION
•
Cultivate meaningful social media connections—LinkedIn is a perhaps-surprisingly
useful platform
•
Plan a strategy for what happens once you actually gain social media followers
•
Gauge the desires of your audience when pricing your domains, either individually
or bundled
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

HASEEB TARIQ is a marketing leader working at Fox (TV, News, and Sports) with
more than 10 years of experience. He soldnine startups and over 25 premium
domains to Fortune 500 companies at the age of 20. Haseeb’s social influence
reaches over 155,000followers on LinkedIn, Instagram, and Twitter.
Twitter: @haseebspeaks
Web: fox.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/haseebtariq
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Insights and Inspiration: From Founder to Billionaire
Bhavin Turakhia
Monday January 28
“Once you get in, you can’t really get out,” said Bhavin Turakhia of
the domaining industry: “It sucks you back in!” Turakhia has been
in the domain name industry for over 20 years, and has achieved
success that most could only dream of. His is an amazing story of
entrepreneurship: starting out as a 17-year-old in India with $375
in capital, he bootstrapped a tiny web-hosting startup into an online
empire, becoming one of India’s youngest self-made billionaires in the
process. Turakhia shared with the NamesCon Global audience what he
learned along the way.
Discussing the genesis of Radix and its freshman crop of nTLD
applications, Turakhia described it as “30,000 strings to 31 applications
to nine wins.” As is the case with overnight successes, this was years
in the making—the payoff of a two-year research period was that, in Q4
of 2018, 28.5% of nGTLD adds were Radix domains.
The global potential for the market is defined by how public everything
is: you can measure both industry-wide trends as well as your
competitors’ activities. Internally, Radix coined the term “Domain
Penetration Ratio (DPR)” to measure the intersection of total domains
and the number of internet users. The number of domain names in any
country or region, he said, is closely related to the number of internet
users found in that spot. The moment a country gets to 30% or 40%
internet penetration, he said, you’ll see domain uptake start to take off.
Radix’s projection of that penetration was 96% accurate compared to
Verisign’s data as of 2018. “Every decision we make is data-driven,”
said Turakhia.
So, about those strings: the Radix team hit
the dictionary hard, dredging up search
terms with revenue potential. Every domain
name in the world was broken into prefixes
and suffixes, and those suffixes were
investigated as potential TLDs. The generic
was whittled down to the specific, through
Google search trends and broad-match
phrase research, an internal desirability
index, and a qualitative analysis—30,000
strings became a shortlist of 100. “This was
debated pretty heavily, internally in our
organization,” said Turakhia.

now a team chat app—flock.tech may give the company more room to
move in the future. “What we realized [...] is that a large number of
searches for domain names and actual registrations are long-tail in
nature,” he said, and a generic string lends itself more to that sort of
end-user behavior. Up to 75% of the nTLD market, Turakhia added, is
long-tail.
Okay, now from 100 strings to 31. Turakhia and his team did multiple
layers of research for specific use cases, as well as market modeling for
generic-term use. This was a 16-month process. For example, market
sizing for .lawyer involved figuring out how many lawyers existed
in each country, and how those lawyer
populations were poised to grow. Yes,
that meant figuring out how many PhDs
were being handed out in legal fields in,
say, Japan or Germany.
The reason Radix won those nine strings
from the shortlist of 31, said Turakhia,
was the result of their ultra-granular
research, and all those challenged
assumptions along the way: “This is the
rigorous process we went through to
figure out what every single string in
Radix is worth!” The result: 29% of nTLD
adds today are through Radix.

“If you have a really good
co-founder, one and one
makes eleven.”

Domains ending with an nTLD suffix (such as extremetech.com,
tonyspizza.com, or candyapp.com) were placed along a scale of generic
to specific.18.2% of names registered between 2016 and 2018 end in an
nTLD that exists today, he said. So, if someone registers bhavinspizza.
com, that person could have also registered bhavins.pizza. One must
beware of painting oneself into a corner, however: Turakhia noted that
flock.chat may be too limiting to the brand potential of Flock, which is
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Bhavin Turakhia, entrepreneur, CEO and founder of Flock, Radix, and many more.

Radix measures the hundreds of internal variables with four
fundamental metrics, said Turakhia. “I fundamentally believe that you
cannot improve what you don’t measure,” he added—this is the most
measurable industry in the world.

Metric #1 is non-China new adds, said Turakhia: “China is playing
a pretty sizable role when it comes to new adds”: 44.3% of nTLD adds

#NamesCon2019
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Insights and Inspiration: From Founder to Billionaire (cont.)

in 2017, but only 26.9% of first-time nTLD renewals… and only 8.9% of
first-time renewal revenue. That leads us to...

Metric #2: First-renewal revenue. “It’s interesting to see how
different registries’ market share changes from registrations to first
renewal,” said Turakhia. This revenue must be maximized.

Metric #3: “Cost per acquisition must be lower than the lifetime value
of a customer!” said Turakhia. For example, 300,000 names bundled free
with every .COM, with backend and ICANN fees eaten by your company,
will never get out of the red, he said: “It’s an NPV-negative exercise.
This would never pass muster in Radix!” On the other hand, bundling
those names with paid products will cost your company money in that
first year, but then you get into the green in Year Two… and the revenue
will grow year on year from there. Suddenly, math is your friend.

Metric #4, said Turakhia, is usage. That means registered domains
with SSL activated, domains under management, sites in the Alexa
one-million, and so on. The idea is to be sure that real people are using
these domains, he said.
Also key to Radix’s success, said Turakhia, is the team: “I believe we
have absolutely the best talent in the industry.”

Lessons from a Serial Bootstrapper
In a fireside chat with NamesCon CEO Soeren von Varchmin, Turakhia
dug into the lessons that Turakhia learned as a serial entrepreneur.
“We’ve had the good fortune. I’ve started five different companies
that are each in their own respect, successful,” said Turakhia. He
described “the sins of overfunding” in talking about the advantages of
bootstrapping: “Value as opposed to valuation.”
Chasing unicorn status, he warned, puts the entrepreneur in the
position of chasing funding rounds rather than creating value for
customers. “When you focus on valuation, you start looking at the
wrong metrics,” he said. Bootstrapping forced Turakhia and his teams
to focus on value to customers. Substituting creativity with cash, he
said, is an easy mistake for a new entrepreneur to make: “You can just
throw cash at the problem,” which only works in the short term.
You don’t have to go at it alone, but choose your partners wisely: “If
you have a really good co-founder, one and one makes eleven,” said
Turakhia. “I’ve always fundamentally believed that each of us has a
moral responsibility to make an impact proportional to our potential,”
said Turakhia. “I still think I have a long way to go!”
For example, Flock is an enterprise messaging and collaboration
tool, which is poised to compete with Slack. His plan in developing
additional software for businesses to use is to make himself redundant
by teaming up with people who are better at this stuff than he is:
“I work with such smart people that I’m often proven wrong.”
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Turakhia suggested that young entrepreneurs focus on creating value:
“Everything else is a side effect.” Of course, measure that effect so you
have data to work with as you move forward.
The other tip he offered is “keeping the score”—that’s a sports
metaphor. Some of the best teams in the world will track students in
high school for years, following their development until they’re draftready. He spends a third of his time hunting down the best talent in
the world. He said he’d likely not get hired if he applied for his own job!
“The credit goes to the team that we built more than anything else.”
In terms of emerging tech, blockchain is an exciting development for
Turakhia, though he’s never been super-huge on cryptocurrency. That
the technology is “the next internet” would be an overstatement, he
said.
As for artificial intelligence, “it can potentially overshadow the internet
in many ways,” said Turakhia. His personal philosophy on the domain
industry is that it’s so simple, it doesn’t lend itself to over-complication:
those who try to do so have generally failed: “Domains and the DNS do
one thing, and they do it really well!” As such, he isn’t hot on business
plans that marry blockchain to domains. He also doesn’t see a scenario
in which we won’t need addresses: “To me, they’re a utility service—
we’re not gonna stop using electricity, we’re not gonna stop drinking
water.”
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
KEY CONCEPTS
•
nTLDs
•
Data-driven decision-making
•
Domain use cases
•
Bootstrapping
TAKE ACTION
•
Embrace data that matters in the real world
•
Choose your team carefully
•
Focus on your customer and provide demonstrable value
•
Don’t be afraid to be wrong
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

BHAVIN TURAKHIA is the founder and CEO of Flock, Radix,
CodeChef, and Ringo, as well as the co-founder of Directi, Media.
net and Zeta. He is a problem solver, leader, and visionary with
tremendous insights to share about leadership styles that
work in the tech space, and how our industry can develop real
business strategies that produce results.
Twitter: @bhavintu
Web: flock.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/bhavin79
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Domain Trends and Insights
Paul Nicks
Monday January 28
The tech space around domaining changes as do the tides – nothing
stays static for too long. Paul Nicks, Senior VP of Aftermarket at
GoDaddy, took the keynote stage at NamesCon Global 2019 to discuss
the trends emerging this year, as well as insights he has gleaned from
his rare vantage point.
Nicks didn’t immediately distill his feeling on the state of play in the
domain industry as bearish or bullish, but he said, “We’re very, very
optimistic!” He pointed to overall year-on-year gross sales growth of
aftermarket domains from third-party inventory of 41%, with inquiries
jumping 29%: “Not only is the demand higher, but the conversion and
actual sales prices are higher.”
GoDaddy put lots of effort into closing the information gap between
“the domain I want” and “what I’m willing to pay”. International sales is
accelerating worldwide, with Latin America and Asia-Pacific outpacing
the North American and the Europe/Middle East/Africa markets. “It’s
important to us that local sales team talking the local language” make
contact with regional customers, said Nicks: “Every lead can be a
quality sale.” When a sale closes, said Nicks, the average sale price is
remarkably consistent across these regions.
Domain investing is not a one-size-fits-all kind of game, said Nicks:
“There are lots of different ways of doing this!” Nicks and his team saw
three broad categories: high-volume buyers, high-value buyers whose
average-$2,000 acquisitions had an average sale price of over $20,000,
and the “sweet spot” investors, who acquire names for $30-60 and sell
them for $2,000-$5,000. This sweet spot, said Nicks, is where today’s
new domain investor should seek to situate herself.
A new investor, said Nicks, should “set a goal, then work backwards.”
Nicks’ team created a persona called
Dominique, a really stylish notional investor
with a goal of $100k/year net margin. Dom’s
strategy was to buy three to six domains a
day, with an average acquisition cost of $5075, pricing them to sell at $2,500-$3,500,
optimized for a 1% annual sell-through.
Dom’s break-even analysis saw her losing
money until Year Three, where she broke
even; and being able to quit her day-job and
write “domainer” on her tax return in Year
Six. “Data is your friend,” implored Nicks.

Paul Nicks, Senior VP of Aftermarket at GoDaddy

The types of names that sell well, said Nicks, are SLDs (the part of the
name to the left of the dot) between five and 14 characters: that’s where
80% of GoDaddy’s sales happen. Customers buy two-word .COMs more
than three-word .COMs, he said, and .COM dominates sales with 62.4%
of sales. However, the .CO names sell for nearly three times as much
per name on average. (While it’s Colombia’s ccTLD, .CO use cases land
more towards “company”.) While .COM remains the Lord of the Strings,
said Nicks, “Other TLDs can be invested in, and can be sold,: noting that
.CO, .US, .CO.UK, .CA, .COM.AU, and .DE were GoDaddy’s top-selling
ccTLDs.
Looking at aftermarket sales, Nicks looked at 5-14-character twoword .COMs with less than $2,500 valuation. He found hundreds that
fit the criteria, and picked ones that he
personally liked, (noting that he’s not
personally a domain investor). With
a $70 average price, you would find
yourself with many times that in terms of
valuation.

“A new investor
should set a goal
and work backwards.”

“Of course it makes sense, the shorter the name, the higher the sales
price, piece of cake,” said Nicks, but there’s a “but”: you’ll have a lower
chance of selling a longer name, but it’ll sell at a similar price as the
shorter names—you’ll just get fewer people looking for it, so it’ll take
longer for a deal to take place.
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He suggested that you optimize your
listings for maximum exposure, and price
those names to sell. Then, he said, let the
professionals handle your leads. Afternic
(which is owned by GoDaddy) gets over
70 million live searches each month, said
Nicks, from people actively looking to buy. “This is a global business. If
you were trying to sell your domains, you’ll get leads from China, India,
Europe. You’ll get leads in languages you don’t speak, from time zones
where you’re not awake.”

#NamesCon2019

Domain Trends and Insights (cont.)

Monday January 28

A well-branded For Sale banner radically boosts the revenue from
each sale, Nicks said—GoDaddy leverages its brand power to help its
clients sell faster and for higher prices. That’s why local sales teams,
specific to all those global destinations and their respective time zones,
is key to that strategy: “Speed is your friend.” There’s a 20% higher
close rate if GoDaddy’s team can make contact within 24 hours of that
initial inquiry. As a personal investor, if you’re taking time building your
portfolio, you won’t have time to field all those inquiries.
Domain sales are accelerating, said Nicks in summary: Dominique
will be happy to know that full-time domain investing is possible even
today, though of course it is not without risk. Nicks reiterated that
she (i.e. you) should keep those names short, optimize for that $150
acquisition/$2,500 sale ratio, and sell on a strongly-branded, wellestablished platform.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
KEY CONCEPTS
•
Valuation
•
TLD trends
•
Investment strategy
•
Sales
TAKE ACTION
•
Manage risk by investing in names supported by strong sales trends
•
Make a multi-year plan that takes into account initial losses as you build a portfolio
•
Look to a global audience for the names you want to sell
•
Partner with an established sales platform
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PAUL NICKS is the senior director of GoDaddy‘s aftermarket division, setting
the strategic direction for the product, sales, and support teams that are key to
GoDaddy’s focus on domain investors. Prior to joining the GoDaddy family in 2007,
Paul spent seven years as a software engineer. He holds a bachelor’s degree in
Information Technology from Capella University and an MBA from Arizona State
University.
Twitter: @PaulENicks
Web: godaddy.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/paulnicks
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Storytelling in Sales: How to Spin a Yarn and Land a Whale
Kate Buckley
Monday January 28
Stories are portals to another world, said Kate Buckley, CEO of Buckley
Media. Stories are how we share knowledge, make sense of the world
around us, and preserve information for those who come long after
we’re gone. Cave paintings, nursery rhymes, Star Wars, infomercials:
all versions of story. Story is the only way to break through the clutter
of information overload in this digital age, and truly connect humanto-human.
Buckley delivered a NamesCon Global keynote on the importance of
storytelling, both for brands seeking new customers and for outbound
marketers selling to companies or individuals. She should know: as
a writer, brand strategist, and premium domain broker, everything
Buckley does is rooted in storytelling. And it’s made her own story
quite successful so far—she had three of the Top 25 domain sales
globally in both 2018 and 2017 (DNJournal).
How did a poet and a writer become a domain broker? Storytelling
has shaped her life since day one, she said; “I’m from a long line of
storytellers. Their stories became woven into the very fabric of my
life, shaping my very being.” Her writing led her to marketing and
advertising, which in turn led her to domaining.
We sell stories more than we sell domains, services, or products,
said Buckley. Story is important to all aspects of sales, outbound
and inbound. Selling is all about communication, she said, “and all
communication is, in essence, story.” Have you ever shared a story
with someone in order to invest them in your vision? Of course you
have. From static ads to social media, said Buckley, one thing holds
true: good stories make you care, and emotion is the fastest path to
the brain.
How do you cultivate your own storytelling skills? Buckley quoted a
study that found that fiction-readers were more empathic—and better
at business—than those who only read non-fiction. The ability to see life
from another person’s viewpoint promotes greater empathy, as well
as pro-social behavior—and makes us better at business in process.
“Additional studies,” she continued, “find that readers of poetry are
better problem-solvers.”
In addition to her success in domaining and branding, Buckley is an
award-winning poet and writer (KateBuckley.com / PoetryFoundation.
org), and self-confessed NYTimes crossword addict. She doesn’t see
these worlds in opposition: “The best storytelling is a marriage of
strategy and creativity; data and narrative,” said Buckley.
She cited the speeches of Abraham Lincoln and Martin Luther King,
Jr., along with Al Gore’s “An Inconvenient Truth,” as examples of a
successful marriage of data points and narrative in order to craft a
compelling overall story. Storytelling, she asserted, is alchemy—and
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Kate Buckley, CEO of Buckley Media

it’s in our DNA. Yes, we have a “story button” of sorts: studies show that
in instances where a person had a stronger physiological reaction to
brand over a loved one, it was because there was a strong connection
to that brand that was informed by story.
A story distills the essence of a brand into something engaging and
compelling, and Buckley explained how you can leverage that dynamic
for your business. With her own outbound marketing, she marries
proven data with aspirational stories: “A ‘Hero’s Journey’ for business.”
A story invests your prospective buyer (or seller) in your reality.
“Stories that sell intelligently utilize emotion,” said Buckley, “and that
emotional connection is the most important part of the sales process.”
You can build rapport and trust with both clients and buyers, creating
empathy and a shared experience. After all, she said, this is the
business of helping people tell their stories through domain names.
So make your copy sing, said Buckley: if it’s boring for you to write, it
will definitely be boring for a prospect to read. “Increasingly, businesses
are coming to understand the powerful role that story can play,” she
said, noting that Jeff Bezos banned PowerPoint in Amazon meetings…
replacing them with storytelling. The result is a deeper absorption of
the information that has to be shared, and better decisions made as
a result. “Stories that sell intelligently utilize emotion,” said Buckley,
“and emotion is the fastest way to the brain.”
Crafting a compelling brand story is imperative today, said Buckley,
in the face of a Millennial generation that craves experience and
authenticity. That starts with structure: opening, conflict, and resolution.
Your job, said Buckley, is to show how your product will resolve the
customer’s conflict.

#NamesCon2019
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Storytelling in Sales: How to Spin a Yarn and Land a Whale (cont.)

In order to tell your brand story, said Buckley, “Why?” is the first
question you must answer. Why does your brand exist? Why choose
it? This is the foundation of your brand’s authenticity. Maybe it’s your
company’s heritage, maybe your startup’s founder’s entrepreneurial
journey. (This last one recurs here at NamesCon.)

A great brand story shares the core of your company’s personality. Be
sure to use that voice wherever your brand shows up. “Good stories
are honest, authentic, and show that you listen (research, research,
research),” said Buckley. Don’t claim to be who you’re not, and don’t
make promises you can’t keep.

Then you must answer “Who?” Who is your audience? What are their
needs? Develop customer personas that surface the pain points that
your customers face, and how you can make their lives better. This will
in turn shape the tone and personality of your brand’s story. “I’ll take
the time to learn everything, and I mean everything, I can about the
decision-makers,” said Buckley, and craft her story just for them—to
show them that she’s here to solve their very particular problem. That
means learning their story to help craft your story. Buckley used this
dynamic to kickstart a $725,000 domain deal in cash… starting with a
single tweet, a 140-character micro-story.

Buckley cited Airbnb as a great example of a clear experience-selling
story: the startup owns no property, yet effectively sells a travel
experience. She cited Volkswagen’s diesel-emission scandal and
PepsiCo’s “non-GMO” juice fiasco as counter-examples of this. She’s
also turned off by marketers who make it clear they know nothing
about her or the problems she’s trying to solve: “The hard sell died a
long time ago.”

The third question is “What?” What is your solution, and why is it
uniquely positioned to solve the customer’s problem? Keep it authentic
and succinct, said Buckley, and be sure you understand the competitive
landscape. (Note, she says, that this not the time to get into the
“How?”—don’t get too granular too soon.)
This, said Buckley, is the DNA of the perfect pitch. It’s how you share
a vision, and “vision is everything to the right buyer.” It’s never just
about price, and a point that Buckley illustrated by sharing the story of
her first brokerage deal.
Buckley had been working with domains (branding and monetizing
ultra-premium domains with the Castello Brothers) for 15 years
before her first swing at domain brokerage. She decided to broker
lagunabeach.com and taught herself how to sell by studying business
sales, interviewing both venture capitalists and investment bankers,
and utilizing everything she knew from advertising, marketing and
storytelling. She crafted a business plan and marketing blueprint, but
also included a rich story for the brand—the experience behind Laguna
Beach. The domain sold for $600,000—and the new buyers hired Buckley
to flesh out the vision sparked by that domain. And thus Buckley Media
was born. (That’s an origin story right there, by the way.)
Storytelling also includes how you frame potential loss. Research
shows that “the idea of potential loss plays a large role in human
decision making. In fact, people seem to be more motivated by the
thought of losing something than by the thought of gaining something
of equal value.”
Rags to riches. Rebirth, overcoming the monster: these archetypes are
help frame a potential customer’s problems in a compelling and easilydigestible way. Make sure, she said, that the story ends with a clear
connection between your brand and the solution to their problem… and
don’t forget that call to action.
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So do your homework, advised Buckley. Find your customers’
aspirations, dreams, and pain-points—and then solve them. Show them
that you get it, and that you care. Great stories engage the head and the
heart, she said, and ultimately grow stronger brands: “Stories create
our worlds.”
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
KEY CONCEPTS
•
Storytelling
•
Branding
•
Listening and research
•
Cultivating relationships
TAKE ACTION
•
Cultivate your storytelling skills
•
Know your own story
•
Consider the type of storytelling that suits your goals
•
Craft your brand’s voice to honestly reflect who you are and
what you do
•
Familiarize yourself with the concept of the Hero’s Journey, an
archetypal story pattern that you’ll find everywhere from Greek
myths to Hollywood blockbusters.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

KATE BUCKLEY is the founder and CEO of Buckley Media, a
premium domain and branding agency, specializing in brokering
and monetizing ultra-premium .COMs. Her background includes
top ad agencies, as well as two decades with the Castello Brothers,
branding and monetizing their portfolio of premium .COMs. Kate is
also an award-winning poet and author—and the Poet Laureate
Emerita of Laguna Beach, CA. A ninth-generation Kentuckian, she’s
made her home in Southern California since 1998.
Twitter: @katebuckley1
Web: buckleymedia.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/katebuckley1
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Trendline on the Global Importance of DNS and Domains
Paul Mockapetris, Elliot Noss, Toby Hall
Monday January 28
With much of today’s AI, IoT, and fintech, domains are used on the
back-end, and end-users never even see them—and in some cases
only IP addresses are used. Indeed, the entire field of voice-activated
home automation occurs without users ever once seeing a domain
name. At the same time, major projects launched in 2018 built on the
premise of associating domain names with identity. Overall, though, is
technology’s future charting a downward trend for the importance of
the DNS and domain names?
From innovative projects leveraging blockchain in the DNS to programs
that use the OpenID Connect standard to associate identity with a
domain name, there are plenty of people betting big on the importance
of domains in the future. So, for domaining as an industry, are
opportunities growing or diminishing? At NamesCon Global 2019, MMX
CEO Toby Hall, and Tucows CEO Elliot Noss joined Paul Mockapetris,
father of the DNS as well as Chief Scientist and Chairman of the Board
at Nominum, Inc., in a debate on the global importance of domains and
the DNS.
“The threat to it is, ‘Hey, Siri, why do I need DNS?’”, said Mockapetris
in noting how the tech space has changed since the DNS was first
brought into being. Hall noted the emergence of the blockchain
marketplace. “Our core revenue comes from
the DNS,” he said: “the world wide web isn’t
going anywhere fast.” Naming conventions
establish trust, since language is a form of
communication. “We don’t need to burn all
the buildings down—we’re much more about
evolution.”

Elliot Noss, Paul Mockapetris, Toby Hall

a comparable state of evolution as when IP addresses were used for
resolving web addresses. Hall said that the .luxe project will bring
interconnectivity to the blockchain, based on the Etherium platform.
“It’s very, very early days,” said Hall, “but the vision has to be ideally
simplicity of use, ease of use, and security and safety. I’m always
concerned with anonymity!”
This
generation
is
challenging
preconceived thinking patterns, which is
awesome, said Hall, and this will unlock
the true value of blockchain. Noss said
that blockchain hasn’t pervaded into
everyday applications because people
have focused more on distribution than
on use. “Until and unless we see more
real functionality under the number of
successful ICOs out there, this will be
over-promised and under-delivered.” He
suggested that, were it created today, the
DNS would exist solely on the blockchain,
and the registry/registrar relationship
wouldn’t really exist as we understand it.
(Hall noted that the single largest patent
applicant for blockchain technology was China, with 200, as opposed
to the USA’s 60: “the quantum of difference is significant.” The biggest
Chinese applicant was Alibaba, which is also a registrar.) Were that the
case, then, Mockapetris said, “Does the sun produce enough energy to
power today’s DNS?” Blockchain computation is notoriously energyhungry.

The rate of development
speed between blockchain
and the DNS can’t be directly
compared, said Hall, since
blockchain is a toddler and
the DNS is in its thirties.

Noss said that mobile and voice will not
obviate the need for the DNS: there will
always be an “and”, and that means “and the
DNS” when talking about emerging tech and
trends in user interface. Television screens,
he said, are now purely monitors which we
only use for a few applications (as opposed
to the hundreds of apps on our phones), and
we’re just used to using certain interfaces—
we have no compelling reason to change: “I’ve always found DNS
records have this latent power to do so much more!” The functionality
of the DNS can be expanded to fit and fill the still-growing connectivity
space.
“There’s a lot of things you can do with it, but some of them are very
dangerous,” said Mockapetris of blockchain. Hall mentioned an R&D
project that MMX is working on: picture each blockchain as a standalone
universe, a walled garden, only existing within itself. Therefore, there’s
no interoperability, which is arguably a staple of life. Think of that as
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The rate of development speed between blockchain and the DNS can’t
be directly compared, said Hall, since blockchain is a toddler and the
DNS is in its thirties. Mockapetris said that tech pundits said that the
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Trendline on the Global Importance of DNS and Domains (cont.)

DNS would eventually be used to route phone calls, which of course
didn’t happen. Noss pointed out that the DNS does get used for SIP
phone connectivity, but it’s not the norm by any means. The phone
number itself, he said, has become much less relevant over time as it
was back when the DNS first launched: now we exchange names and
interact digitally.
“The web may want to eat the DNS,” suggested Mockapetris. Noss
said that NamesCon attendees should be more concerned about this.
For example Mozilla is putting Cloudflare into its browser, resolving
DNS lookups in the http stream, i.e. the opposite of decentralization:
“I greatly fear Mozilla doing this… what I fear is that they do it, and
nobody screams.” If Firefox lays that groundwork, Google won’t be able
to resist centralizing DNS resolution, and then it will be really hard to
get back from that. Hall was more optimistic that today’s internet users
understand how their data and privacy are commodified, and will be
savvy enough to understand that there’s something against which to
fight back.
Cloudflare’s argument that the DNS has failed in terms of security is
false, said Noss, and it’s the same argument we hear over and over again
to justify points of centralization, especially by governments: “What
we’re giving up is much more important than what we’re protecting
ourselves from.” (Noss didn’t see it as a generational perception in

Security and identity are
deeply valuable, said Noss,
but nobody will pay for
them: “This is about
connecting the money to
the problem.”
the same way that Hall framed it.) Mockapetris said that the original
model of the internet, where everyone can talk to everyone end-to-end,
“isn’t where we really are today.” A Cloudflare customer, he said, only
cares about serving content faster. Mozilla benefits because Google
pays them to sell their search window, but, “myself as a user, I’m not
sure I want to sign up for this!” He said that centralization creates a
pot of gold, and people really like to steal pots of gold! Noss noted such
centralized repositories of DNS information become choke points for
government surveillance as well. (“And I don’t even wanna start with
Facebook!” added Mockapetris.)

argument against the DNS—it’s an argument in favor of evolving it.
Noss preferred the term “nurture the DNS”.
Security and identity are deeply valuable, said Noss, but nobody will
pay for them: “This is about connecting the money to the problem.”
With centralization, though, he argued that the solution was worse
than the problem. “Let’s talk about the original sin for a sec,” said Noss:
cybercrime is overwhelmingly not prosecuted because it’s so hard to
establish jurisdiction. Our nation-state structure is not protecting us. In
that sense, fighting over DNSSEC versus centralization “is the wrong
nail to hit with this hammer.”
Wrapping it up, Mockapetris said, “I think it’s gonna stay because
of email addresses, even though my kids say, ‘email, daddy?!’” Hall
added that as long as the tech-company superpowers see naming
conventions as core to getting users onto their clouds, the DNS will
have a reason to exist. The DNS is safe for now, it emerged, but on a
long enough timeline the prognosis could turn darker… Mockapetris
quipped that if you want to be remembered 200 years from now, you
should write music: everyone will remember Mozart, but nobody will
remember the DNS.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
KEY CONCEPTS
•
DNS
•
Blockchain as a platform
•
Centralization
•
Anonymity and security
TAKE ACTION
•
Familiarize yourself with the DNS: it seems like Inside Baseball,
but it could affect your business more than you realize
•
Research trends in centralization of identification and privacy,
and understand the forces shaping those trends
•
Keep an eye on emerging tech, looking beyond the catchy
headlines
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

We’ve seen political parties created within 24 months and coming
into power, said Hall: technology can translate into real-world change.
This rate of change is unprecedented in modern times, but it’s not an
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PAUL MOCKAPETRIS, the inventor of the Domain Name System (DNS), is Chief Scientist and
Chairman of the Board at Nominum, Inc. His mission is to help guide DNS and IP addressing
to the next stage. Paul created DNS in the 1980s at USC’s Information Sciences Institute,
where he was later the Director of ISI’s High Performance Computing and Communications
Division. Throughout his career, Paul has contributed to the computing research community
and to the evolution of the Internet. His earliest work at UC Irvine on distributed systems
and LAN technology preceded the commercial Ethernet and Token Ring designs. Paul was
program manager for networking at ARPA in the early 1990s, supervising efforts such as
gigabit and optical networking. From 1995 on, Paul held leadership roles at several Silicon
Valley networking startups, including @Home, Software.com (now OpenWave), Fiberlane
(now Cisco), and Siara (now Redback Networks). Paul has dual B.S. degrees in Physics and
Electrical Engineering from MIT, and a Ph.D. in Information and Computer Science from the
University of California, Irvine.
Twitter: @svnr2000
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/paulmockapetris/

ELLIOT NOSS has been the President and CEO of Tucows Inc. since May 1999. He has been
a leader in the Internet industry for 10 years. He has rapidly expanded Tucows wholesale
services to offer digital certificates, DNS and email services to a growing international
Reseller channel. He serves as Chairman of the University of Toronto’s Department of
Computer Science Advisory Board. Elliot served as a Non-Executive Director of Minds +
Machines Group Limited (MMX) from March 2014 to February 2016. Mr. Noss graduated
with a BA from the University of Toronto, and earned an MBA and LLB from the University
of Western Ontario.
Twitter: @enoss
Web: tucows.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/elliot-noss-39a2

TOBY HALL is a highly experienced marketer who has supported a series of fast-growth
public and private businesses in the internet and natural resources sectors over the last 20
years. He was appointed to the Board of Minds + Machines Group Limited (MMX) as CEO in
April 2016, leading the company as it restructured into a pure-play registry and successfully
opened up the China market through the launch of .vip, which received Chinese Government
MIIT approval in December 2016. Under his stewardship, MMX has continued to grow its
market presence and operating profits through a combination of organic growth, strategic
acquisition, and innovation. Toby divides his time between the US, Europe, and Asia.
Twitter: @mmxdomains
Web: mmx.co
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/toby-hall-906361
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Data Rules
Rolf Larsen, Bhavin Turakhia, Richard Merdinger, Akram Atallah
Tuesday January 29
Big Data has been a proper noun for a while now, and we all have a
pretty good sense of how it gets collected— but how do you actually
use it? Registries and registrars are relying more and more upon
sophisticated data sets and trend analysis to protect, run, and grow
their businesses.
At NamesCon Global 2019, Bhavin Turakhia, CEO and founder of Radix
and Flock; Akram Atallah, CEO of Donuts Inc.; Rolf Larsen, CEO of
.GLOBAL; and Richard Merdinger, VP of Domains at GoDaddy discussed
why data is important in their decision-making, what key metrics to use
for measuring success, and how data can be used to make the internet
a safer place.
Turakhia described himself as extremely data-driven: “At Radix, we
don’t even take a piss without data analytics!” His team relies on macro
data as a registry, as well as actual domain data, consisting of around
60 variables—both from their own backyard and from their competitors.
Turakhia’s team also takes long peeks at third-party data to get a
three-dimensional view of the space. Radix’ predictive algorithm is
accurate to the 98th percentile, he said. Turakhia said that you can’t get
a marketing plan through at Radix without backing it up through cold,
hard data. That data is also key in preventing bad behavior: “We’re one
of the cleanest registries out there in terms
of abuse.”
Larsen said .GLOBAL uses RegistryOffice’s
analysis and abuse-prevention tools
maintain business health: “You can’t do
all that manually—you must have systems
to look at the data for you and give you
reasonable reports.” To survive and thrive
in this industry, he said, you need both a ton
of data and the means to make sense of it.

Turakhia pinned Radix’ success on the talents of his team, as well as
the data-driven culture of the company. “Fortunately in our industry,
you can literally track every single variable!” He’s made mistakes along
the way, naturally, but those mistakes can be corrected quickly if you’re
keeping an eye on what the incoming data is telling you. Larsen said
that it’s not just about using data for a competitive advantage, but for
internal optimization. Merdinger echoed that sentiment: “It used to be
that being adept at data analytics gave you an advantage—now, if you
don’t have it, you’re at a disadvantage.”

“It used to be that being
adept at data analytics gave
you an advantage—now, if
you don’t have it, you’re at a
disadvantage.”

GoDaddy began with the focus on growing
its user base, said Merdinger, and later shifted towards making sure
its customers were successful. In order to do that, he said, his team
must take technical metrics, DNS lookups, marketing metrics, and
customer performance information into account in crafting a strategy
for customer success.
Atallah said that Donuts uses data extensively across the board, and
makes actionable data available to all of its employees: data by TLD,
registrar, portfolio, whatever they need to be effective. “We use data
extensively as well, but we use it a bit differently, given the large set
of TLDs that we have.”
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Pinky Brand, Bhavin Turakhia, Rolf Larsen, Richard Merdinger, Akram Atallah

“You cannot live without data anymore
these days,” said Atallah. If you’re
leveraging data when others aren’t, you
have a competitive advantage, he added,
but we’re way past that now. This datadriven discipline creates a sort of herd
immunity towards malfeasance, leaving
spammers and their ilk with fewer places
to hide and thrive.

Merdinger said he gets off on seeing
different
decision-makers
in
the
domaining industry comparing data from different spheres. Being able
to go to his partners upstream in the registries with on-the-ground
data in hand can make a real difference. “Data by itself is irrelevant—it’s
actionable intelligence that you really want,” said Turakhia. His team’s
role isn’t data collection per se, but data conversion. That digested data
answers daily business questions, he said.
Turakhia gave a shout-out to RegistryOffice, which Larsen co-founded,
for its ability to surface actionable data with ease. Larsen said
that it was developed internally to solve his team’s existing datamanagement needs; sort of like how team-messaging megalith Slack
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was a byproduct of another project. Atallah said that badly-designed
tools can actually get in your way by presenting data opacity instead
of data clarity. Besides fighting abuse, .GLOBAL is able to predict
renewability and performance among its roster of domains, as well as
check on retail pricing among registrars. “There’s always more to get,
there’s always more out there,” he said. “This will never stop. We’ll
always look for more data.”
Turakhia warned against data collection for its own sake: you have to be
seeking the answer to a question: “Start with a ‘Why?’” (This echoes the
emerging theme of storytelling at NamesCon Global 2019.) Once you’ve
answered that one-word question, he said, you can start developing a
focused data-analysis strategy. “We have to provide a win-win solution
for the channel and ourselves,” added Atallah. “Data can come in a
lot of different ways and you can use it for a lot of different things.”
Merdinger added that his team collects lots of customer success data,
since giving the customer a holistic solution is better than just selling
a bunch of parts. Selling a domain isn’t like selling shoes, he noted:
customer satisfaction is a challenge that doesn’t go away.

Richard Merdinger with Akram Atallah

“We’re in a new timeframe where data protection and privacy are
gaining ground,” said Merdinger, and he expressed concern that the
pendulum may swing too far towards data obscurity, to the extent
that preventing malfeasance actually gets more difficult. Should that
happen, surrogate indicators must be found to echo “the data that
it’s no longer cool to be mining” in order to make smart decisions.
GDPR makes it difficult to get data, said Turakhia, but not impossible.
In its anti-abuse capacity, even without WHOIS information, correlation
analysis can still be run to uncover the tracks of a bad actor on the
registry. Cross-industry cooperation will help on this front, he said: the
registry/registrar relationship can be another hurdle towards effective
abuse management.

through the woods, he said, such as using “pseudonymized data” which
is partially parsable. Also making its presence felt in the industry:
artificial intelligence. Atallah said that Big Data can be leveraged by AI
to target customers “before they even know what they want—this is a
huge space that you can go into forever, and we’re not quite there yet.”
We’re only at the beginning of the AI/Big Data story, he said. Turakhia
said his team also goes old-school with direct customer surveys
to get qualitative data: “We repeatedly do this for various businessintelligence areas such as price sensitivity.”

“This data-driven
discipline creates a sort
of herd immunity towards
malfeasance, leaving
spammers and their ilk
with fewer places to hide
and thrive.”

China has posed data-insight challenges to business expansion,
said Turakhia, and he found dramatic differences in usage patterns.
The meaning of an English-language name was less important than
typability, he noted. “We did a ton of experiments in China,” he said,
which helped them learn important lessons before launching gTLDs
there. “It underscores the need to evaluate your data with a dimension
of regionality to it,” added Merdinger. For example, you can’t compare
renewal rates between regions of some of those regions don’t allow
automatic renewal. Testing is also key in setting initial pricing, said
Larsen.
“Go all in for data! It’s a necessity,” Larsen told the NamesCon crowd.
Merdinger suggested that logging everything is as important as
measuring everything. That magic “Why?” may not reveal itself until
you look at the data you’ve already collected. “Don’t just guide your
data collection by the questions you’re asking—keep everything you
can!” Atallah said that your ask has to be really specific, or you risk
getting led down the garden path by data. Turakhia said that it’s all
about drilling down as you interrogate your data: “The first question
you ask is just peeling the first layer of the onion”: he implored the
crowd to keep asking “Why?” until they reach the core. Then one can
begin to turn potentially confusing data into actionable intelligence.

Merdinger said that the domainer community has a harder time putting
deals together when domain ownership is obscured. There’s a way
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KEY CONCEPTS
•
Big Data
•
Customer success
•
Business intelligence
TAKE ACTION
•
Develop a data-analysis strategy that answers specific questions
•
Don’t be afraid of third-party analytics tools and datasets
•
Be persistent in asking questions about your business’ performance
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BHAVIN TURAKHIA is the founder and CEO of Flock, Radix, CodeChef, and Ringo, as well as
the co-founder of Directi, Media.net and Zeta. He is a problem solver, leader, and visionary with
tremendous insights to share about leadership styles that work in the tech space, and how our
industry can develop real business strategies that produce results.

Twitter: @bhavintu
Web: flock.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/bhavin79
ROLF LARSEN is a disruptive innovator and a long-standing, recognized pioneer in internet
access, registrar, and web hosting services in Europe and Scandinavia. He has founded multiple
technology businesses, has 25 years of experience in the domain industry, and is currently CEO
of the .GLOBAL registry as well as co-founder of RegistryOffice.

Twitter: @RolfLarsen
Web: go.global
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/rolflarsen
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It’s been several years now since the new TLDs were introduced into
the market—we’ve seen many different approaches in terms of TLD
marketing, strategies, and business models, some more successful
than others. The gTLD market is full of opportunities, but only by
understanding the various approaches to branding and maintaining a
TLD, and how customers tend to respond to them, will you be able to
take full advantage of this potential.
Rolf Larsen, founder and CEO of .GLOBAL, told the NamesCon Global
2019 crowd how his team positioned their resource as a tool for
global innovation, and why that decision has paid off. Larsen said that
.GLOBAL was chosen from passion, as he has been an entrepreneur
and startup guy since 1993. Before 2014, there were only a handful of
gTLD registries, which were vastly outnumbered by registrars, who
had to do what they were told: “The power was with the registries and
not that much with the registrars.”
Today, said Larsen, the tide has turned: the power is in the hands of
the registrars, who deal with a much-larger crowd of gTLD registries
who struggle for relevance. “When you launch a new extension on the
internet, you need to think about branding,” said Larsen. “You need to
think about what the extension will mean to those who are exposed to
it.” If people don’t believe in your brand, they won’t buy into it; either
as investors or end users. So think about your audience, suggested
Larsen. This means targeting registrars and registrants (investors and
end users) with a consistent and strong brand message.
.GLOBAL is open for everyone and, as the
name suggests, it’s borderless. Larsen
targets businesses and organizations
with his brand messaging, and he
targets those entities regardless of size:
“It’s also for a small startup who wants
to play on the global scene.” This TLD, he
said, signals that the entity using it is big,
strong, and professional. “We believe
when we build this brand, it needs to
have very little abuse,” said Larsen—this
shows users that it’s a quality brand.
(Elsewhere in this report, you can read
how Larsen and his contemporaries
leverage data analytics to carry out this
ongoing task.)

team wanted to circumvent abuse as well as target businesses, rather
than sell millions of names to individuals. “We need to show the world
that we can be trusted, and that we are here to stay,” said Larsen. All
this is because he wants the perceived value to be as high as possible.
“You have to tell a story,” said Larsen in describing the pre-launch of
.GLOBAL (and this is the emerging theme of NamesCon Global 2019).
They held the pre-launch party at the Marina Bay Sands Hotel in
Singapore, concurrent to an ICANN meeting. They also explained the
brand to domain investors by holding an auction in London prior to
opening the extension to the general public
in September 2014. “When we launched, we
didn’t have enough of the biggest registrars
with us,” said Larsen. “We didn’t have a lot
of pre-registrations,” he said, which produced
a few beads of sweat, since staffers have to
eat. Out of the gate, though, .GLOBAL nearly
tripled its gross revenue in a year and a half to
become cash flow-positive, said Larsen. That
positive cash flow was partially re-invested,
especially towards marketing efforts.
Registrars gave .GLOBAL lots of exposure
through social media and newsletters, as
per agreement packages; and Larsen and his
team got very active in industry events (such
as this one). Some of that marketing money
was spent on developing go.global, the company’s website. The idea
was to make it as end-user-friendly as possible, surfacing available
names and the registrars who are running promotions. Larsen said
that 10-15% of registrations come through .GLOBAL’s own website.
“In order to serve the domain investors out there, who sit on about
20% of the domain market,” said Larsen, his team built domains.global
to surface premium domains and those hidden gems. “Because I’ve

“You need to think about
what the extension will
mean to those who are
exposed to it.”

“Price is also a factor,” said Larsen. A lower price on your extension
means a higher chance of abuse. That’s one of the reason that .GLOBAL
domains are more expensive than other nTLDs: a $50 wholesale price
for a new registration compared to a market average of six bucks: “We
were criticized a bit for choosing that route,” he said, but he and his
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been a domain investor for some time, it’s hard to think of good names
sometimes,” his team makes available tools for coming up with that
perfect name to the left of the dot; as well as valuation tools: “Valuing
domain names is always a tricky business,” said Larsen, and valuing
nTLDs is even harder; since there’s simply less historical data. (He
noted that premium names mostly get sold through registrars.) The
nTLD is feeling a little less “n” these days— it is stable and growing.
In order to understand their own business, .GLOBAL built RegistryOffice,
a set of software tools to monitor abuse and provide business
intelligence for registries. “More than 100 registries use it now,” said
Larsen, as has .GLOBAL since RegistryOffice’s inception. Registrars
are given ongoing scores “with perhaps more data than they have
internally” ahead of meetings with .GLOBAL. Renewals, DUM, usage
location, business type, and all the financial metrics are included. The
goal, said Larsen, is not to make the same mistakes twice. “When
you have all of this information, you can start to predict some of your
future income,” said Larsen. These reports, which he described as very
accurate, are key to .GLOBAL’s budgeting. “But the older a registry
gets, the less and less impact is on the Creates,” said Larsen. “Making
sure your business renews is important.”
Circling back to anti-abuse measures, Larsen said that his team drops
the hammer on bad actors immediately in order to maintain a clean
namespace, thus preserving brand integrity.

Proven gTLD Strategies For Global Reach (cont.)
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KEY CONCEPTS
•
nTLDs
•
Branding
•
Storytelling
•
Data analytics
TAKE ACTION
•
Think about the story your domain name tells
•
Explore how various nTLDs are maturing as the new-car
smell wears off
•
Registries, explore the potential of selectively marketing
your names to tell a brand story of your own
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ROLF LARSEN is a disruptive innovator and a long-standing, recognized
pioneer in internet access, registrar, and web hosting services in Europe
and Scandinavia. He has founded multiple technology businesses, has
25 years of experience in the domain industry, and is currently CEO of
the .GLOBAL registry as well as co-founder of RegistryOffice.

Twitter: @RolfLarsen
Web: go.global
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/rolflarsen

“We are a solid domain extension,” said Larsen. “It’s been fun traveling
to this point, but there’s still a long way to go!” Several major companies
use .GLOBAL, such as Visa; but not for their main domains—hence
.GLOBAL’s focus on advertising based on smaller business users.
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The More Language Changes
Erin McKean
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Lexicographer Erin McKean doesn’t just work with words—she plays
with them as well. In her NamesCon Global keynote, she showed the
audience the main ways in which words are created in the English
language, how to judge whether a new word has true staying power,
and how you can use this knowledge to your advantage in the domaining
industry.
“I founded the largest dictionary in the world that nobody has ever heard
of,” said McKean: “We’re really terrible at marketing!” Nevertheless,
Wordnik has more than ten times as many words as the Oxford English
Dictionary. “There are more words outside the dictionaries than inside
of them,” she said: around 52% of the English lexicon is made up of
“dark matter”, words undocumented in standard references. “Most of
the words you learned in your life you never learned in the dictionary,”
said McKean. “You learned them in context.”
“People like to use the right word, the word that fits, and they’ll try to
use the word in context so you’ll understand it.” she said, and that’s how
Wordnik works. McKean and her team seek “free range definitions” for
words to make them memorable and shareable. Almost 500 million
people speak English, which McKean described as “a shared delusion”.
English speakers decide together whether a word is good or bad. As
a random example, defining “rando” as a slang word is something
collectively decided.
There are two kinds of grammar,
said McKean. Applied linguists define
grammar as the rules embedded in your
brain when you try to communicate with
language. There is a wug. There are now
two ____. Two what? You instinctively
filled that in, didn’t you? Two wugs.
Grammar, said McKean, is how words
cooperate together. The other kind of
grammar consists of usage rules. Words
by themselves, though, are grammaragnostic, she said: “They just are.” Usage
rules tell us where and when we use words. “Most of the time when
people say ‘bad grammar’,” McKean said, “they mean ‘bad manners
when using language’.”

Erin McKean, lexicographer and founder of wordnik.com

compound words—jam them together—to create new ones: bookworm:
sandcastle, scarecrow, and so on. That last one is a cutthroat
compound, said McKean: a compound word involving a verb and direct
object. There is also world blending, also known as portmanteauing.
Motor + hotel = motel. Education + entertainment = edutainment. Man
+ sandals = mandals.

“Most of the words you
learned in your life you
never learned in the
dictionary,”

Just about everything you could possibly say to another person could
be a word, said McKean, which is why she shies away from rigid
definitions of word-ness. So where do these new words come from?
Well, there’s a word for “new word”, and that word is “neologism”.
The easiest way to introduce a neologism is to simply steal it from
another language. Ninja, kumquat, caramel… all stolen words. We also
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Back-formation is another way to get a new
word, said McKean: “The word ‘editor’ came
first, and then we edited it to get the word
‘edit’!”
Words also evolve when they start to be
used differently. “Green” was once only an
adjective, said McKean, and now it’s a verb
as your city works on greening itself. “Every
word is basically a bucket that holds an idea
so you can carry it around more easily,” she
said.

“Just because we created a word, doesn’t mean it’s gonna stick
around,” said McKean. She noted that the Oxford English Dictionary
harbors around 90,000 obsolete words. How, then, can we measure
a word’s relevance? McKean said to think of FUDGE, an acronym
developed by Allan Metcalf, author of “Predicting New Words:
The Secrets of Their Success”:
• Frequency of use, i.e. “50 million Elvis fans can’t be
wrong.”
• Unobtrusiveness: The most successful words seem like
they’ve always been there.
• Diversity of users and situations: Think of how useful the
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world “cool” (and how the f-bomb fits in every part of
speech).
• Generation of other forms: Versatile words can be more
successful.
• Endurance of concept: If the concept doesn’t stick around,
neither will the word that describes it.
Just as a vampire cannot enter a home unbidden, FUDGE-forward
words can’t enter your daily vocabulary without your consent. “You
can’t force a word to be accepted,” said McKean, “and you can’t force a
word to be ostracized.”
Time for a new word. Are you ready?
Ultracrepidarian: one who is presumptuous and offers advice or
opinions beyond one’s sphere of knowledge.
McKean dropped this gem by way of explaining why she wouldn’t try
to give direct domaining advice, but she wanted to surface how these
different modes of warping existing language can generate new words,
which in turn increase potential namespaces. “That’s how we came up
with Wordnik,” said McKean. “We just took ‘word’ and added affixes
until we came up with something we liked!” Some of these words
seem disposable… until they don’t. There was a time when a word like
“selfie”or “vape” had zero meaning—now the genie can’t be re-bottled
and domains associated with words like that are now valuable.
“There are only two domain names I looked up while putting this talk
together: foolometer.com and lexicographer.party,” said McKean, “but
I’d be sad if I registered lexicographer.party and nobody came!”
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KEY CONCEPTS
•
Grammar
•
Word usage
•
Language modification
TAKE ACTION
•
Play with words when developing your brand
•
Understand how parts of speech get changed over time
•
Keep an eye on word-usage trends in the industries where
you want to sell brandable domain names
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ERIN MCKEAN is the founder of the not-for-profit Wordnik.com, the
world’s biggest online dictionary. Before founding Wordnik, she was
the editor-in-chief of American Dictionaries for Oxford University Press.
Her goal is to make every word in the English language “lookupable”—
including the 52% of unique English words that aren’t currently in any
dictionary. Erin is the author of three “Weird and Wonderful Words”
books, the best-selling novel “The Secret Lives of Dresses”, and (most
recently) “The Hundred Dresses”, a field guide to dresses. She’s written
regular columns for The Boston Globe and the Wall Street Journal
and her writing has also appeared in The New York Times, PAPER,
Foreign Affairs, and Sew News. Erin has served as an advisor to the
American National Corpus, the journal American Speech, the Wikimedia
Foundation, and serves on the KPCB Design Council, and is an honorary
fellow of the Society for Technical Communication.

Twitter: @emckean
Web: erinmckean.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/emckean/
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.GLOBAL’s international team operates one of the best-selling new top-level
domains for premium names (.GLOBAL)—a domain name extension that also
offers a quality-focused name space, ensuring credibility and trust.
.GLOBAL supports a modern and open approach to business where ideas,
communities, and movements are encouraged—and able—to go global,
regardless of size.

LEARN MORE AT:
• registrars and registrants
• domain name investors
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